Baumit WindowProfile Ideal

Product:

Self-adhesive rigid, white PVC window seal band with a sealing foam strip and reinforcement. Two
interconnected sections to enable horizontal and certical movement. For creating a flexible, driving
rain resistant connection between external wall insulation systems and window/door frames.

Use:






To connect to the Baumit external wall insulation systems to adjacent components, such as
windows and door frames.
In order to create a driving rain seal connection of the EWI to the window and door frames as
well as with a telescoping function for flexible connections.
Areas deployed, in adherence to the “Selection Criteria for Connecting Window Frames” table in
the current Baumit delivery programme.

Properties:







Application:

Windows, door frames, and others. Components must be stable and properly installed (free of
movement and vibration).
Final positioning is done once. Press the frame into the base, align properly. Carefully plan and
execute the strips. A protruding plastic frame must be provided for consequent reinforcement.
After the facade is completed, snap off and remove the edge (protective tab for applying the cover).
Observe the enclosed processing instructions on the package.

Notes and General
Information:

Carry out an adhesive test (see additional technical information: “Plastic Frame Adhesion Test”).
The Baumit Window Profile Ideal is not suitable if the adhesion test is negative, or if using the frame
on aluminium covers on wood windows. In this case, one must use a completely decoupled fabric
frame, such as Baumit Window Profile Ideal, uncoupled.
Warranty claims are only covered if this has been installed in accordance with applicable guidelines
of the associations (RAL Quality Group for windows and doors, federal associations in the wood and
plastics processing trade, glass crafts, metal crafts) and the latest technology is installed.
Note the manufacturer’s selection criteria. Place the frame with overlay scissors.
If you need further information about this material or its handling, consult with our outside service
experts about the details and the materials.

Packaging:

2.40 m length, 1 box = 25 lengths = 60 metres

Storage:

The plastic frame must be stored dry at a temperature of ≤ 20 °C.
Storage must be done in such a way that no frame deformation is possible. Deformed base frames
may not be installed.

Self-adhesive.
Two-part.
Welded fabric banner mesh.
Protective lip.
Sealed against driving rain.

Our recommendations for applications which we give to support the purchasers/handlers from our experience, corresponds to current science and practice.
The advice is non-binding, and forms no contractual, legal relationship and no additional obligations in the purchase contract. The advice does not release the
purchaser from examining our products for their suitability for their foreseen uses. The general rules of construction equipment must be adhered to. We
reserve the right to make changes which serve to provide technical progress and improve the product or its use. When such technical information appears,
earlier information is no longer valid.
You can find the most current information on our Internet pages. Only our current sales and supply conditions as well as provisions for the placement and use
of our silos and mixing facilities apply for all business cases.
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